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1 INTENDED AUDIENCE 

This report is primarily directed to Queen's University Management and Executives who are responsible for 

planning, definition, management and delivery of the Queen's University Office365 program. 
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Queen's University has identified a need for a third party expert in order to conduct a Privacy Risk 
Assessment for the Office365 program. The main purpose of the Office365 program is to provide students 
with email services hosted by Microsoft in the cloud. The Privacy Risk Assessment findings will provide 
Queen's University with critical feedback regarding the adequacy of its existing controls and safeguards in 
information security. This feedback should then be used to provide a baseline for the future reduction or 
mitigation of un-acceptable levels of risk to Queen's University assets. 

2.1 Root Causes 

Three (03) distinct causes for the findings were identified from the results of the Risk Assessment. The 
causes are: 

• Non-formal approved design of the future proposed solution identifying Personal Information Flow 
and IT privacy controls 

• Lack of formal early involvement of QU privacy authorities 

• Not formalized privacy procedures and policies 

2.2 Compliance Performance 

The assessment was done based on interviews and documentation provided by Queen's University. Based 
on the responses the following graph has been produced to highlight QU's compliance performance relative 
to Privacy Principles. The compliance level is between 60% and 80% and is based on 79 responses, out of 
the 89 questions. This means that QU has a good base of privacy controls in place. 

Compliance with the intent of Privacy 

Principles 

Queen's University Office365 program 1.0 

~ Compl i ance 

1:1 In-progress 

Iii Non-compliance 

TELUS Security Solutions 
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The principles of privacy management were used to assess the specific compliance of the Office365 
program to privacy principles. It is best practice to assess information privacy subject to FIPPA based on 
these principles. 

Based on the responses the following graphs have been produced to highlight QU's compliance 
performance relative to privacy controls. Within the Organizational Management section, compliance level 
of 93% which is based on 14 responses, out of the 14 questions. This confirms that Privacy is well 
managed within the entire organization and there are sufficient controls to mitigate general privacy 
risks. 

Within the Privacy Management Section, which are more IT related questions specific for the Office 365 
program, a compliance level of 64% which is based on 26 responses, out of the 26 questions. This means 
that the current Office365 program does not present major risks in the design of the solution. 

Queen's University Office365 program 1.0 TELUS Security Solutions 
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QU compliance shows gaps in relation to Privacy Management that should be addressed. 

2.3 Recommendations 

The root cause analysis derived three (03) initiatives that will strategically address the residual risks 

identified in the assessment: 

 Involve Privacy officer and Data custodian early in programs requiring compliance with Privacy 

legislations 

 Document Personal Information: type, flows and access  

 Develop Security Policies and Procedures 

 

Additionally, the following tactical recommendations associated with the Office365 program can be 

implemented during the design and implementation phases, and will quickly provide a positive effect on the 

risk profile for Queen's University: 

 

 Update Registrar forms and policies with the information about the new Office365 program 

 Implement student consent process for the new Office365 program 

 Implement change logging within the IT environment 

 Develop information retention and destruction policy and procedure  

 

Detailed information supporting these recommendations is provided in section 10. 
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3 INTRODUCTION  

Queen’s University (QU) has identified a requirement to obtain 3rd party expert assistance to perform a 

“Medium-level1 ” security assessment (focused on people and processes) to better understand the level of 

risk QU faces vis-à-vis handling of  student’s private or personal identifiable information (privacy) with 

regards the new Office365 Program specifically the new Email Cloud based service.  The key component of 

the assessment activity to be performed is a Privacy Risk Assessment  

This document describes Privacy Risk Assessment activities which were conducted as part of this security 

assessment for the Office365 Program. 

The Privacy Risk Assessment (PRA) shall provide an evaluation of controls and risks relative to the cloud 

environment in scope with an eye towards achieving the following objectives: 

 To determine the privacy risks related to the current implementation and how the implementation 

aligns with  

 the Ontario legislation  - FIPPA - Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

 the Federal legislation – PIPEDA, Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents 

Act  

 To understand where sensitive information is stored and used, the level of adequacy of the existing 

security controls in Queen's University (focus being on people, processes, and technical security). 

The purpose of this report is to: 

 Document the findings of a security-focused Privacy Risk Assessment (PRA) for the Queen's 

University software applications and services in scope 

 Inform Clients and stakeholders about the privacy objectives and safeguards of the Queen's 

University software applications and processes 

 Allow Clients and stakeholders to understand how the Queen's University software applications 

service and processes may contribute to the business risks that they must manage 

 Recommend actions to better manage the security-related risks associated with the delivery and 

use of the Office365 program services. 

 

This PRA does not constitute a Threat and Risk Assessment (“TRA”) of the QU environment.  Although the 

PRA analyzes issues relating to the protection of personal information collected, used and disclosed via the 

QU processes, this analysis does not comprehensively address the security-specific vulnerabilities or 

threats to non-personal information, nor does it mitigate or determine the acceptability of such risks. 

 

                                                 
1 A Medium-level assessment relates to people (culture, education, training and general attitude towards risk) and IT security 
processes while a High-level assessment relates to purely governance and management practices and a Low-level assessment 
is tactical in nature and relates to technology and the adequacy of IT controls. 
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3.1 Introduction to Privacy Legislation 

Privacy legislations are across Canada as shown below.  Queen’s University operates mainly in Ontario and 

is governed by the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

 

3.1.1 Introduction to FIPPA 

The purpose of FIPPA is: 

 to provide a right of access to information under the control of institutions in accordance with the 

principles that, 

 information should be available to the public, 

 necessary exemptions from the right of access should be limited and specific, and 

 decisions on the disclosure of government information should be reviewed independently of 

government; and 

 to protect the privacy of individuals with respect to personal information about themselves held by 

institutions and to provide individuals with a right of access to that information 
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The provisions of Part 3 of FIPPA apply to personal information – that is, recorded information about an 

identifiable individual1 – in the custody or under the control of a public body. 

FIPPA assessment is based on questions addressing:  

 

1. Collection; (Sec. 38(2)) 

2. Use; (Sec. 41) 

3. Disclosure; (Sec. 42) 

4. Retention; and (Sec. 40(1)) 

5. Destruction. (Sec. 40(4)) 

3.1.2 Introduction to PIPEDA 

PIPEDA is a federal legislation aimed to protect individual private information.  It governs how private 

sectors organizations collect, use and disclose personal information in the course of commercial 

businesses. The assessment of PIPEDA is based on a series of questions grouped by the following ten 

fundamental privacy principles: 

6. Principle 1 - Accountability  

An organization is accountable for personal information under its control and shall designate an individual(s) 

who is/are accountable for the custodian’s compliance with the appropriate legislation and the Principles 

adopted by the Queen’s University. 

7. Principle 2 - Identifying Purposes  

The purposes for which personal information is collected shall be identified by the custodian at or before the 

time the information is collected. Students must be told why their personal information is being collected at 

or before the time of collection. 

8. Principle 3 - Consent  

Consent of the individual is required for the collection, use and disclosure of personal information, except 

where obtaining consent is inappropriate.   

9. Principle 4 - Limiting Collection  

The primary purpose of the collection of personal information is to benefit the individual.  Collection for a 

use, which is not the care and treatment of the individual, shall be restricted to what is necessary and shall 

not impede the collection of information for the primary purpose.  Information shall be collected by fair and 

lawful means.   

10. Principle 5 - Limiting Use, Disclosure, and Retention  

Personal information shall only be used or disclosed for purposes for which it was collected, except with the 

consent of the individual or as required by law.  The purpose of the use, disclosure and retention of personal 
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information is to benefit the individual.  Any other use or disclosure shall be restricted to what is necessary 

and shall not impede the collection of information. 

11. Principle 6 - Accuracy and Integrity 

The accuracy and integrity of personal information are necessary to offer the services required, the 

individual right to privacy and to meet the requirements for its collection, use or disclosure.  

12. Principle 7 – Security Safeguards  

Personal information shall be protected by security safeguards appropriate to the information and against 

unintended or unauthorized access, use or intrusion, or such dangers as accidental loss or destruction.   

13. Principle 8 - Openness  

The custodian shall make readily available to individuals specific information about its policies, procedures 

and practices relating to the management of personal information. 

14. Principle 9 - Individual Access  

Individuals have the right to access their own personal information.  Upon request, an individual shall be 

informed of the existence, use and disclosure of his or her personal information and shall be given access to 

that information.  An individual shall be able to challenge the accuracy and completeness of the information 

and have it amended as appropriate, subject to exceptions.   

15. Principle 10 - Challenging Compliance  

Individuals shall be informed that the custodian’s policies, procedures and practices are open to scrutiny 

and challenge.  An individual shall be able to challenge compliance with the above Principles. 
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4 SCOPE 

The following Application systems were deemed to contain personal information and were in scope for 

evaluation: 

 PeopleSoft connection to Identity Framework 

 Identity Framework connections to Active Directory and Office365 environment 

 Office365 Email Cloud service 
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5 METHODOLOGY AND REFERENCES 

This Privacy Risk assessment derives from a high-level analysis based on documentation, interviews and 

diverse background information and experience of the assessors.  

Our methodology is based on conducting a Privacy Impact Assessment.  This will establish a solid base for 

QU to build their privacy framework.  Methodologies for conducting privacy impact assessments vary, with 

certain organizations being required to follow specific methodologies, often as a result of particular privacy 

laws or policy requirements.  For example, both the Alberta Information and Privacy Commissioner and the 

Ontario Management Board Secretariat have published specific instructions or guidelines to assist 

organizations in conducting a PIA.  

 The scope of the project evaluated information systems and processes within Queen's University 

that collect, use or disclose personal information as it relates to FIPPA - Freedom of Information 

and Protection of Privacy Act 

For the purpose of assessing the risk related to Student’s privacy protection, the Federal legislation, 

PIPEDA, (Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act) and the Ontario legislation, 

controls were used.  The privacy risk analysis focused only on gaps to FIPPA controls requirements. 

Therefore, this engagement is modeling the assessment after Ontario’s guidelines FIPPA.   

5.1 Methodology 

Our methodology is based upon the Government of Canada Treasury Board Privacy Impact Assessment 

Guidelines. The analysis, which is based on the ten universal security principles, provides an in-depth view 

of the privacy situation of the organization. The following methodology was followed: 

5.1.1 Kickoff and Scoping 

The kickoff meeting formally began the project on June 8th, 2012.  The kickoff meeting is where the key 

participants from both sides are introduced; all key players for Queen’s University attended and the main 

items were discussed and accepted. 

5.1.2 Documentation Assessment 

A documentation review phase happened in order to assess all existing documentation related to 

information security and privacy controls for the Office365 program.  This documentation consisted of 

contract documentation, QU policies, standards, processes, workflows, reports and guidelines.  

5.1.3 On-site Assessment 

To complement the documentation review, a two day on-site assessment was held in QU’s offices in 

Kingston, Ontario. The goal of these on-site meetings was to validate through interviews, process 

elaboration, workflow walk-through sessions, and system reviews, the current privacy controls based on a 

series of questionnaires. The questionnaires are divided into 2 sections.  
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 The first series objective is to assess QU Office365 program based on the ten universal privacy  
principles 

 The second series objective is to assess current organizational privacy management and specific 
IT controls and safeguards supporting the Office365 program. 

5.1.4 Analysis and Risk assessment 

The information assessed and gathered during previous activities is analyzed against appropriate privacy 

legislation and associated control standard requirements, primarily FIPPA. 

The first step of the analysis phase is to evaluate the level of compliance of the current Office365 program. 

The level of compliance is evaluated for each of the privacy principle, the organizational privacy 

management framework and the IT security controls that support the Office365 program environment. The 

objective is to detect the current vulnerabilities associated with the privacy control and ensure that 

recommendations will address the gaps.  

The second step of the analysis phase is to assess the current vulnerabilities and based on threat 

landscape; identify the potential privacy and security risks associated with the Office365 program. The risk 

are classified and categorized based on the potential impact to QU environment specially privacy legislation. 

5.1.5 Recommendations 

Based on the analysis of the risks, a series of recommendations are issued to Queen’s University in order to 

address the immediate gaps identified during the assessment of the Office365 program and ensure long-

term mitigation of major privacy risks. 

5.2 Reference Documentation 

The following documents were provided for review: 

 CASA2011Agr(NA)CAN(ENG)(Oct2011)(CR).docx 

 EES2011Enr(NA)(ENG)(Oct2011)(CR).docx 

 MicrosoftProductList(Worldwide)(English)(January2012)CR.DOC 

 MicrosoftProductUseRights(WW)(English)(January2012)CR.DOCX 

 OnlineSvcsConsolidatedSLA(ENG)(Jan2012)(CR).docx 

 SuppTsandCsForOLS(Aca)andLive@Edu(WW)(ENG)(Dec2010)(CR).doc 

 Acceptable Use of Information Technology Resources Policy InfoSec Policy 004.docx 

 Authentication and Access Control Standard.docx 

 Electronic Information Security Policy Definitions.docx 

 Electronic Information Security Policy Framework InfoSec Policy 001.docx 

 Electronic Information Security Policy InfoSec Policy 002.docx 

 Network and Systems Security Policy InfoSec Policy 003.docx 
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 Sensitive Information Protection Standard.docx 

 Server Configuration and Maintenance Standard.docx 

 Identity+Lifecycle.doc 

 Standard Response to Request For Information-O365-Security-Privacy_v2 (1) (3).docx 

 DueDiligenceForExternallyHostedSolutions_Office365 Final.docx 

 Office 365 Dataflow.pptx 

 Basic office 365/Exchange Network Architecture.jpg 

 

 

The following websites were visited during the evaluation: 

 http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/index.html 

 http://www.queensu.ca/its/security/StandardsAndGuidelines/DataClassification.html 

 http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/index.html 

 

5.3 Participants 

The following individuals were interviewed either in a face-to-face meeting or a conference call: 

 Matt Tremblay, Exchange Admin 

 Mike Ferguson, ID Management 

 Brad Hannah, IT Admin 

 Gail Ferland, IT Manager 

 Teresa Alm, University Registrar 

 Andrew Hooper, Technology Development Manager 

 Sandra Brooks, Support Center Coordinator 

 Diane Kelly, Legal Counsel and Privacy Officer 

 Ray Pengelly, Unix and Storage Systems Coordinator 

 Terry Black, Windows and Systems Coordinator 

 George Farah, Security Manager 

 Sam Mokbel, Infrastructure Director 

 Mike Smith, Project Manager  
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5.4 Legislation and Policies 

The following legislation was used in this assessment:  

 Ontario legislation  - FIPPA - Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

 Federal legislation – PIPEDA, Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act and,  

5.5 Terminology 

The following terms and abbreviations are used throughout the Privacy Risk Assessment.  
 

Term Definition 

Personal 
Information 

Under the FIPPA, personal information is recorded information about an identifiable 
individual, including: 
(a) information relating to the race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, age, 
sex, sexual orientation or marital or family status of the individual; 
(b) information relating to the education or the medical, psychiatric, 
psychological, criminal or employment history of the individual or information 
relating to financial transactions in which the individual has been involved; 
(c) any identifying number, symbol or other particular assigned to the individual; 
(d) the address, telephone number, fingerprints or blood type of the individual; 
(e) the personal opinions or views of the individual except if they relate to another 
individual; 
(f) correspondence sent to an institution by the individual that is implicitly or 
explicitly of a private or confidential nature, and replies to that 
correspondence that would reveal the contents of the original 
correspondence, 
(g) the views or opinions of another individual about the individual; and 
(h) the individual's name if it appears with other personal information relating to 
the individual or where disclosure of the name would reveal other personal 
Information about the individual. 

Collection (a) an institution has only limited permission to collect PI according to s. 38(2):  the 

collection must be  
(i) “expressly authorized by statute,” OR 
(ii) “used for the purposed of law enforcement,” OR 
(iii) “necessary to the proper administration of a lawfully authorized activity.” 
(b) the collection must, with certain defined exceptions, come directly from the person to 
whom the PI belongs 
(c) a special “notice of collection” must be given to the individual from whom the PI is 
taken (s. 39(2)).  It is vitally important that all potential uses and disclosures of the 
personal information be identified in the notice of collection 

Consent  As defined by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, PIPEDA, A guide for 
Businesses and Organizations: 
“Voluntary agreement with what is being done or proposed. 
Consent can be either express or implied.   
Express consent is given explicitly, either orally or in writing.  Express consent is 
unequivocal and does not require any inference on the part of the organization seeking 
consent.  
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Implied consent arises where consent may reasonably be inferred from the action or 
inaction of the individual.” 

Disclose  “in relation to personal information in the custody or under the control of an information 
custodian or a person, means to make the information available or to release it to another 
information custodian or to another person” 

Disclosure As defined by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, PIPEDA, A guide for 
Businesses and Organizations: 
“Making personal information available to others outside the organization.” 

Retention Once used, PI must be retained by an institution for a minimum of 1 year (s. 40(1), Reg. 
460 (5) (1).  This includes e-mail.  
(b) Institution must ensure that reasonable measures to prevent unauthorized access to 
records are “defined, documented and put in place” (Reg. 460(4)(1); and 
  
(c) Institution must ensure that “only those individuals who need a record for the 
performance of their duties shall have access to it” (Reg. 460(4)(2); and 
  
(d) Institution must ensure that reasonable measures to protect records “from inadvertent 
destruction or damage are defined, documented and put in place” (Reg. 460(4) (3)). 
 

Use Unless the individual to whom PI relates consents otherwise, the information can be used 
only for the purpose declared in the collection notice or for a consistent purpose (s. 41(a 
and b)). 
  
- Major exception:  PI in alumni records may be used for fundraising – if the info. is 
necessary for fundraising (s. 41(1) (d)) – but the individual to whom the PI relates must be 
notified of the right to request that the PI cease to be so used (s. 41(2)). 
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6 PROJECT PROPOSAL 

Two years ago IT Services started investigating replacement options for its current JES email system which 

is planned to be decommissioned. JES is no longer supported by the vendor and lacks features and 

integration with a calendaring system and other collaboration tools. The trend in the higher education 

community is to migrate email systems to an external provider because it can be done more cost effectively 

on more robust infrastructure than can be delivered internally. IT Services, after consultation with the 

community, decided to migrate faculty and staff into an in-house Microsoft Exchange system and migrate 

students to an externally hosted service. 
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7 DATA FLOW ANALYSIS 

7.1 Architecture  
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7.2 Business Flow Diagram and Description 

The business flow diagram has been created during the assessment for discussion purpose. 

Peoplesoft environment 

Faculty and Staff 

-Name 
-Enrollment details 
-Date of birth 
-losin name 
-email 

IDM Framework 

Students 

7.2.1 Description: 

The PeopleSoft system contains all students, faculty and staff information details including personal information. 
Today, the PeopleSoft environment maintains privacy mechanism to protect student's personal information. Some 
personal information is transferred to the Identity Framework in order for students to authenticate and get authorized 
to QU business applications environment. 

Queen's University Office365 program 1.0 TELUS Security Solutions 
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The Identity Framework connects with the Office365 cloud environment to transfer the following information: 

 Student name 

 Student enrollment details (group membership) 

 Student email address 

The Office 365 cloud environment  stores the following information: 

 Student name 

 Student enrollment details (group membership) 

 Student email address 

 Student email content* 

 

*Student email content does not constitute personal information for the purposes of application to FIPPA 

and/or PIPEDA. It does not constitute collected information by a public body for use by that public body; it is 

certainly a sensitive information and personal to student. For the purpose of this assessment, only controls 

provided for Accessing and storing email content will be in scope. 

7.3 Data Flow Table 
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8 PRIVACY ANALYSIS 

This section is based on answers provided to questions in Appendix A. 

The following graphs are based on applicable questions and answers provided in Appendix A during the on-

site assessment. The graphs show the level of compliance of the current Office365 program with respect to 

the universal privacy principle and the organization and project privacy controls.  

Major risks (non-compliance) exist when: 

 ‘’Non-compliance’’ level is  higher than ‘’Compliance’’ level 

 The associated principle is a FIPPA requirement 

 

8.1 Privacy principles analysis 

 Principle 1 - Accountability  

 

 

Microsoft will be the custodian of Personal Information but under the responsibility of Queen’s University. 

The undergraduate registrar is the authority accountable for Student’s personal information. Specific to 

Office 365 program agreement with Microsoft, the privacy Officer is reviewing the agreement to ensure 

compliance with FIPPA. It is clear from the agreement that the Registrar is accountable for Student 

information privacy. The registrar only needs to update its processes and documentation to make students 

aware of the new service. 
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 Principle 2 - Identifying Purposes  

 

 

The purpose for which the information will be collected is identified. However, it is being documented and 

the legal aspect needs to be reviewed to ensure there is no conflict between Microsoft authority and QU 

authority.  

 Principle 3 - Consent  

 

 

Consent from student is obtained at the time of registration for general purposes. Consent is not obtained 

for the specific office 365 program. There is no specific process developed to obtain student consent for the 

Office365 program. 
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 Principle 4 - Limiting Collection  

 

 

Information collected for the purpose of the Office365 program is limited to only what is required.  

Roadshows are planned to make all stakeholders aware of the information collected. 

 

 Principle 5 - Limiting Use, Disclosure, and Retention  
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The information collected for the purpose of the Office 365 program will only be used for that purpose and 

the IT environment will be configured accordingly. QU does not have security policy addressing obsolete 

information secure destruction. 

 

 Principle 6 - Accuracy and Integrity 

 

Change request to records go through a registrar process available online. At the time of the assessment, 

technological control was planned to be implemented to log changes to personal information. 

 

 Principle 7 – Security Safeguards  
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At the time of the assessment, it was understood that the Registrar system PeopleSoft will be the source for 

student’s information. A design of the solution has been documented. It must be implemented as designed 

in order to comply with information privacy requirements.  

The Network access controls (firewall rules) are not formally reviewed or approved. Solution hardening 

standards exists such as the ‘’Sensitive Information Protection Standard’’.  

There is no formal vulnerability management program in place and high-privileged accounts are not securely 

managed. 

Privacy breach procedure and awareness are available on the Registrar website. 

 Principle 8 - Openness  

 

 

The office 365 program awareness has not been done yet and students are not aware of their information 

being used as part of the service. 
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 Principle 9 - Individual Access  

 

 

Students usually have access to their information. As for the Office365 program, Portal will be designed for 

student information 

 

 Principle 10 - Challenging Compliance  

 

 

The current contract specifies appeal and/or complaint processes. 
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8.2 Privacy management analysis 

 

 

Queen’s University Registrar has an overall good privacy management policies and procedure. For the 

Office 365 program, student’s personal information will be transmitted out of Ontario’s borders. The privacy 

officer is currently reviewing the agreements. The IT systems design has been completed and role based 

access management controls are currently being designed. 
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9 PRIVACY RISKS  

 

Privacy Risk Description Risk Level Residual Risk Addressed by 

Identifying 

purpose at 

the point of 

collection of 

the personal 

information 

The purposes for which the information 

is being collected, used, and disclosed 

for email services has not been 

published. It is required under FIPPA to 

inform and ensure that students know 

the purpose. 

The student information collection forms 

should be updated to inform students 

about their information being used to 

offer third party email services. 

Moderate Low 
Recommendation 

10.2.1 
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No consent 

model 

defined for 

Office 365 yet 

An implied consent model as currently 

been adopted as the de facto standard 

within Queen’s University.  Under this 

model, students are provided with 

notification related to the use and 

disclosure of personal information at the 

point of collection and the individual’s 

consent is subsequently implied on the 

basis that they do not raise objections 

to the collection, use and disclosure of 

their information. However, for the new 

email service, the consent is not 

obtained specifically for the storage and 

disclosure to a third party. 

Opt-out policies and procedures should 

be developed specifically for Students 

email to clearly identify how consent will 

be obtained and tracked according to 

FIPPA. 

Moderate Low 
Recommendation 

10.2.2 

Inaccuracy of 

personal 

information 

Changes made to personal information 

are being designed to identify who 

made the change and if the change was 

formally authorized. 

However, security logs exist for all 

information systems 

There is a risk to information integrity 

Low Low 
Recommendation 

10.2.3 
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Security 

safeguards 

not yet 

identified for 

Office365 

program from 

QU 

 

The Privacy and Security conceptual 

architecture as well as required security 

safeguards for Office 365 and its main 

repository in Microsoft Cloud has been 

designed and should be implemented 

as designed  

It is essential that security be built into 

the design up front as part of the 

definition phase.  Administrative, 

technical and physical security 

safeguards to address security risks 

associated with the Office365 program 

must be identified. 

In general, 

 Define an Access model with Roles 

and privileges within the system 

 Establish a process for ensuring 

secure destruction of obsolete 

information 

 Implement information integrity and 

accuracy mechanism 

Moderate Low 
Recommendation 

10.3.2 and 10.3.3 

Unauthorized 

access to 

stored 

sensitive 

Email content  

Emails are considered private 

information and therefore should only 

be disclosed to authorized users on a 

need-to-know basis. It is critical that 

emails containing sensitive information 

be stored protected 

It is important to implement a policy 

outlining that sensitive information 

including personal information should 

not be transferred by email. 

Low Low 
Recommendation 

10.3.3 
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Negative 

Public 

confidence  

due to a lack 

of 

stakeholders 

awareness 

Students and university community 

might perceive the cloud service as an 

invasion of their privacy due to a lack of 

awareness. It is therefore important to 

have an awareness and information 

campaign for all stakeholders 

Low Low 
Recommendation 

10.2.1 
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10 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

10.1 Introduction 

To provide the best possible mitigation for the level of risk that Queen's University faces, while also 

remaining within the bounds of what is commercially reasonable, it is important to create a strategy which 

identifies an optimal set of improvements ranked by positive impact and cost. 

The mitigation of risk will require application of high-quality privacy practices, strategies and tactical 

initiatives in a holistic fashion across the organization. Several of the strategies which will bring the greatest 

short and longer term benefits will need to be implemented outside the direct purview of the various IS 

groups as they represent initiatives that are not technology driven, but rather people and process driven.  

10.1.1 Tactical recommendations 

There are some specific changes that can be made to individual information systems of the Office365 

program that will quickly provide a positive effect on the risk profile for Queen's University.  It should be 

noted that these point solutions do not have a lasting impact.  Solutions of this nature tend to degrade over 

time and may not be repeated as systems are renovated or replaced.  For the most part, these changes can 

be summarized as changes that are quickly implemented with specific technology drivers.  

Recommendations of that nature are provided in section 10.2.  By the nature of these issues, the list of 

recommendations provided below is incomplete, and it should be expected that in the process of executing 

strategic change, potentially numerous additional tactical issues will come to light. Finally Recommendations 

are given in a priority order. 

10.1.2 Strategic recommendations 

In order to provide mitigation, it is important to consider systemic changes to the way in which Queen's 

University‘s implement new programs and initiatives. Working within a set of well-known Best Practices that 

are widely used and understood, and creating a culture of risk mitigation will provide the most significant 

benefit for the Queen's University.  As is the case with most standards, compliance with the FIPPA and 

PIPEDA is not a low cost option, but it provides the highest level of assurance that the threats and risks to 

personal information are managed correctly. 

Recommendations of this nature are provided in section 10.3 
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10.2 Tactical recommendations 

10.2.1 Update Registrar forms and policies with the information about the new 
Office365 program 

Current published policies and information on the Registrar website do not include the Office365 program 

and needs to be updated with information regarding the new cloud based email service.  

10.2.2 Implement student consent process for the new Office365 program 

Student consent forms should be updated with the new cloud based email service and an opt-out option 

should be included for student formal consent. 

10.2.3 Implement change logging within the IT environement 

Changes made to student information are not logged at the application level by design and may cause 

information inaccuracy. There should be logging and monitoring in place to detect and correct changes 

made to student information to ensure information integrity and accuracy. 

10.2.4 Develop information retention and destruction policy and procedure  

Sensitive information must be securely destroyed when there is no business justification requiring that 

information. As such, retention and destruction policies should be updated and included in agreements with 

third-party when sensitive information is shared with such parties. 

 

10.3 Strategic recommendations 

10.3.1 Involve Privacy officer and Data custodian early in programs requiring 
compliance with Privacy legislations 

It is important that Privacy officer and data custodians be involved in early phases of programs or initiatives 

requiring the protection of personal information.  The endorsement of Privacy Office is critical to maintain the 

level of accountability required by Privacy Legislation and to ensure compliance with such legislations. 

10.3.2 Document Personal Information: type, flows and access  

Document where the private information is stored, the applications / programs that access and processes 

and the security controls implemented to protect the information.  Note:  The current practice is private 

information is grouped with all types of data (in PeopleSoft) and therefore maybe exposed in some 

processes, as it is not easy identifiable.   
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Document who (i.e. persons, positions, or employee categories) has access to which elements or records of 

personal information.  Roles and privileges should be documented for all programs. 

Once management knows where the private information is used and store, this will provide insight into the 

adequacy of existing systems and will point out any specific deficiencies in assigning appropriate 

safeguards to the information. 

10.3.3 Update Security and privacy policies and procedures 

Update security policies and procedures to protect personal information against theft, loss, unauthorized use 

or disclosure and unauthorized copying, modification or disposal.  These policies should be developed 

based on known standards such as CobiT and ISO 27002:2005, NIST, CIS, etc.  Once developed, the 

impetus for implementation of the policies must come from the highest levels of the organization. These 

policies will provide the support and authority required to create and enforce the procedures and standards. 

As these policies and procedures are developed, user training to improve the level of compliance should be 

undertaken. Finally there should be processes in place to frequently review and update the policies as the 

risk landscape evolves. 
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11 PRIVACY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Sections Yes 
In 

No N/A Comment I Evidence 
Questions Progress 

1 - Accountability Registrar is responsible for student's personal information 
Has custody and/or control of personal information Microsoft is responsible to implement technology and process safeguards to 
been determined for the cross-jurisdictional protect the information 
electronic service delivery proposal, X 
The custodian is usually the program person (not IT 
person) who has responsibility for making overall 
operational decisions about an activity. 

1 - Accountability CASA2011Agr(NA)CAN(ENG)(Oct2011 )(CR).docx 
Has the accountability of the jurisdictions and X individuals in jurisdictions been documented for all 
privacy requirements? 

1 - Accountability During the meeting with Privacy Officer on July4th ., it was confirmed that the 
Are the views of Privacy Commissioners on the views were known 
proposed cross-jurisdictional electronic service 
delivery proposal known? X 

1 - Accountability Sam Mockbel is the responsible for the Office 365 Program 
Has responsibility for the PIA been assigned? 

X Please indicate in the details column the name of 
the individual(s) responsible. 

Queen's University Office365 program 1.0 TELUS Security Solutions 
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1 - Accountability Have key stakeholders been provided with an Registrar and Legal Officer have been provided with the necessary 
opportunity to comment on the privacy protection documentation 
implications of the cross-jurisdictional electronic X 

delivery of services proposal? 
1 - Accountability Have privacy law and other statutory and policy Contract is currently being prepared and will be reviewed by Privacy officer 

conflicts among jurisdictions been resolved? X 

1 - Accountability The current Office365 Program contract is currently under negotiation 
Where a jurisdiction and/or the private sector is not 
subject to a privacy law, will an agreement or 
contract establish equivalent privacy requirements? 
If yes, is the agreement in place? 
In answering this question make sure to consider 
other jurisdictions such as provinces, territories, X 
municipalities and the private sector. With respect t< 
the private sector, be clear about what their role is. I 
their role is merely as a contractor to the federal 
institution, the federal Privacy Act will apply to the 
personal information for which the federal institution 
has engaged the contractor. 

1 - Accountability Has each jurisdiction identified all privacy policy from Queen's perspective, FIPPA requirement has been identified but not all 
requirements related to personal information and X aspect been incorporated in the contract yet 
have conflicting requirements been resolved? 

1 - Accountability Where appropriate, will public consultation take It was confirmed during the interviews that student focus groups have been 
place on the privacy risks and the plans for engaged to consult on the proposed program. 
resolution? 
Consider the following in answering this question-
will the public or the public's representatives (list X 
who they are) be asked for their views. If so, 
explain the process that will be undertaken during 
this public consultation. If not, explain why public 
consultation is deemed not necessary 

1 - Accountability Is there an Agreement that details each The contract is still under negotiation 
jurisdiction's responsibilities in relation to the cross-

X jurisdictional electronic delivery of services 
proposal and privacy? 

Queen's University Office365 program 1.0 TELUS Security Solutions 
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1 - Accountability Legal aspects of the contract have not been reviewed yet. 
Have legal opinions or policy advice been sought 
regarding: the identification of privacy and other 
statutory requirements of each jurisdiction relating I< X 
the collection, use, disclosure, retention and 
disposal of personal information for the electronic 
service delivery proposal? 

1 - Accountability Legal aspects of the contract have not been reviewed yet. 
Have legal opinions or policy advice been sought 
regarding: the identification of any statutory conflicts 
among jurisdictions and how the conflicts will be X 

resolved? 

1 - Accountability Legal Officer have given the approval to transfer Personal Information 
Have legal opinions or policy advice been sought 
regarding: if required, the authority to transfer 
jurisdictional program delivery responsibilities to the 
cross-jurisdictional electronic service delivery X 
application, including a consideration of the authorit 
for the electronic service to collect, use, disclose or 
retain personal information as necessary on behalf 
of jurisdictions? 

1 - Accountability Legal Officer approval was obtained 
Have legal opinions or policy advice been sought 
regarding: if required, the authority to alter or limit in 
any material way the collection, use or disclosure of 

X 
personal information as authorized by jurisdictional 
program statutes and privacy laws for the purpose o 
delivering service through the cross-jurisdictional 
application? 

1 - Accountability Legal Officer approval was obtained 
Have legal opinions or policy advice been sought 

X regarding: the identification of any requirements for 
statutory or program delegation? 
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1 - Accountability Does the cross-jurisdictional electronic service FIPPA requirement has not been incorporated in the contract 
delivery proposal entail a privacy risk because 
accountability for and/or compliance with existing 
privacy requirements will be diminished? 

X 

1 - Accountability SLAs from Microsoft have been defined. Contract is under review 
Are the performance requirements of the 
jurisdictions comprehensively specified in a 
measurable way, and subject to specific 
performance or compliance reviews? 

X 

1 - Accountability Audit provision is not defined in the contract 
Have arrangements been made for independent 
audit, compliance and enforcement mechanisms for 

X the cross-jurisdictional electronic delivery of 
services, including fu lfillment of the commitments in 
the PIA process? 

Queen's University Office365 program 1.0 TELUS Security Solutions 
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1 - Accountability Is a separate PIA being undertaken by each QU is performing the PIA. Microsoft does not have contractual obligation to 
jurisdiction? perform a PIA 

X 

1 - Accountability No audit provision at this time 
Will each jurisdiction be provided with the results of 
regularly scheduled audits and compliance checks X 
on the privacy practices of the cross-jurisdictional 
service delivery application? 

1 - Accountability Have arrangements been made for transparent Information is available on Registrar website but not updated for Office365 
documented information systems so that program 
individuals can be informed about how their X 
personal information is collected, used and 
disclosed? 

2 Identifying However no documentation is available 
Purposes Has a clear relationship been established between 

the personal information to be collected and the X 
cross-jurisdictional service delivery proposal's 
functional and operational requirements? 

2 Identifying What are the specific authorities to collect personal Registrar office is the primary basis for obtaining student PI However, it was 
Purposes information? If your authority is questionable then discussed that Graduate programs might not be under the same policies. 

you need to consult your legal advisor as to 
whether you have the authority to proceed with this X 

proposaL 

2 Identifying Have the purposes for which the personal In Microsoft contract but not in Registrar office 
Purposes information is collected been documented among 

jurisdictions? X 
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2 Identifying Have the notice provisions among the jurisdictions Contract not reviewed by Privacy Officer yet 
Purposes been reconciled and have jurisdictional exceptions 

to the notice provision been identified and 
reconciled? X 

2 Identifying Have all options to minimize the routine collection Electronic collection of PI is under review at this time 
Purposes of personal information been considered? 

X 

2 Identifying If personal information that has been collected is to Student Record Policy 
Purposes be used for a purpose not previously identified, is X http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/fippa/sturecordpolicy/sturecor 

consent required? dpolicy.pdf 
2 Identifying Not at this time 
Purposes Have arrangements been made to provide full 

X disclosure of the purposes for which personal 
information is collected? 

3 Consent Is consent obtained directly from an individual? If Yes at the time of student enrolment 
not, why not? 

X 

3 Consent Implicit consent at the registration 
How is consent obtained? 

X 
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3 Consent Under review by Privacy Officer 
Does the cross-jurisdictional proposal require an 
individual's consent to collect, use and/or disclose 
personal information, and if so, have jurisdictional X 

differences been reconciled? 

3 Consent Consent does not require a positive action. 
Does consent require a positive action by the 
individual, rather than being assumed as the 
default? X 
Some examples of a "positive action" are signing a 
consent form or checking an opt-in box on an on-lin 
form. 

3 Consent Where personal information is collected indirectly, Consent is always require from Students 
is it necessary to obtain consent from the individual 
to whom the information pertains by either the X 
jurisdiction collecting indirectly or the jurisdiction 
disclosinQ the information? 

3 Consent Does the proposal envision possible secondary Yes for Password reset and call center 
uses for the personal information collected, and if 
so, do any jurisdictional consent requirements 
have to be reconciled? 

X 

3 Consent The opt-out option used to be in place but not specific for Office 365 Program. 
Can an individual refuse to consent to the collection It is not in place for FS 
or use of personal information for a secondary 

X purpose, unless required by law? 

3 Consent It is stated in 
Are cross-jurisdictional standards in place for Supp TsandCsForOLS(Aca)andlive@Edu(WW)(ENG)(Dec201 O)(CR).doc that 
administering consent requirements that address 

X 
Queen's is responsible to administer consent 

making the determination whether the individual ha 
the capacity to give consent by reasons of age or 
capacity; 
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3 Consent Consent is always require from Students 
Are cross-jurisdictional standards in place for 
administering consent requirements that address X 
recognition of persons authorized to make decision 
on behalf of an incapable person or a minor. 

3 Consent The consent provisions will be compliant with the requirements of the Freedom 
Are the proposed consent provisions consistent wit~ of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 
existing laws and standards in comparable areas of 
the public or private sector? 

X 

3 Consent Is the form of the consent being sought (for From the meeting with Privacy Officer, Student will have an opt-out option 
example, opt-in or opt-out) likely to stimulate 
negative public reaction? X 

4 Limiting Collection Information required for Office365 are already collected 
Does the cross-jurisdictional proposal require the 
collection of more personal information than was X 
previously collected by each jurisdiction? 

4 Limiting Collection Will individuals be monitored for purposes of Call center requires names for the purpose of identifying the students .. 
quality assurance or security, and if so, will 
personal information be collected? 
As an example, call centers may tell callers and X 
employees that telephone calls to the call center 
may be monitored for the purposes of quality 
control 

4 Limiting Collection If required, has each jurisdiction identified the No PI will be collected on behalf of QU for the purpose of Office 365 
authority for the collection of personal information 
on their behalf? 

X 
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4 Limiting Collection Will measures be taken to ensure public 
confidence in the privacy practices related to the 
service when personal information that individuals 
are likely to consider highly sensitive is collected? 

 
x 

  

Not done yet…will be part of recommendation 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

What are the specific authorities to use personal 
information?  If your authority is questionable, then 
you need to consult your legal advisor as to 
whether you have the authority to proceed with this 
proposal. 

    

The Freedom of Imnformation and Protection of Privacy Act states that an 
institution must give notice of its authority to collect, use and disclose personal 
information. Queen's University's authority comes from its Royal Charter 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Is personal Information used exclusively for the 
identified purposes and for uses that an individual 
would reasonably consider consistent with those 
purposes? x 

   

Under FIPPA it is reasonable use 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Are the uses of the information limited to what a 
reasonable person would consider appropriate in 
the circumstances? x 

   

Under FIPPA it is appropriate for Email service 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Are personal identifiers, such as the social 
insurance number, used for the purposes of linking 
across multiple databases? 

  
x 

 

NetID is the only one used 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Where data linkages such as data matching or 
profiling occur, are they consistent with the stated 
purposes for which the personal information was 
collected? 

   
x 
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5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Is there a need for a cross-jurisdictional Agreement 
if data matching or data profiling is proposed as 
part of the electronic service delivery proposal?    

x 

  

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Do you have an Agreement in place that covers 
data matching or data profiling activities? 

   
x 

  

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Do jurisdictional data matching or data profiling 
policies require the conduct of a formal 
assessment and/or a review by the Privacy 
Commissioner? 

   
x 

  

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Is there a need to reconcile among jurisdictions the 
length of time records of personal information are 
retained?   

x 
 

  

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Will personal information be processed, disclosed 
or retained outside of Canada? x 

   

In United States 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

What are the specific authorities to disclose 
personal information?  If your authority is 
questionable, then you need to consult your legal 
advisor as to whether you have the authority to 
proceed with this proposal. 

x 
   

Registrar is the only one  
http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/fippa/disclosure.html 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

If required, is there a cross-jurisdictional procedure 
to govern the destruction of personal information? x 

   

Contract defines governance 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

If personal information is to be used for a new 
purpose, is the new purpose authorized and 
documented?  

x 
  

It is authorized but not documented 

5 Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Are any limitations on the use and disclosure of 
personal information set out in law or policy 
reinforced by the information and information 
technology architecture of the information 
systems? 

    

Enforced in the PeopleSoft Environment. Details to be provided 
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6 Accuracy Will steps be taken to ensure that the personal Not required 
information is accurate complete and up-to-date? 

X 

6 Accuracy Is a record kept of the source of the information Logging is enabled for all processes and systems and kept 
used to make changes, e.g. paper or transaction X 
records? 

6 Accuracy Where applicable, is there a procedure, QU is responsible to make changes to Students information 
automatically or at the request of the individual, to Supp T sandCsForOLS(Aca)andlive@Edu(WW)(ENG)(Dec201 O)(CR).doc 
provide notices of correction to third parties to X 

whom personal information has been disclosed? 

6 Accuracy Have cross-jurisdictional responsibilities for QU is responsible to make changes to Students information 
accuracy been identified? Supp T sandCsForOLS(Aca)andlive@Edu(WW)(ENG)(Dec201 O)(CR).doc 

X 

6 Accuracy Have any cross-jurisdictional differences in QU is responsible to make changes to Students information 
accuracy requirements been identified and Supp T sandCsForOLS(Aca)andlive@Edu(WW)(ENG)(Dec201 O)(CR).doc 
reconciled? X 

6 Accuracy Is there a record of decisions and reasons for Record of decision available at the Registrar Office 
refusing a request to correct a record of personal X 
information? 

6 Accuracy Is there a clearly defined process by which an http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/index/FIPPArequest.pdf 
individual may access, assess and discuss or 

X 
http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/names.htrnl 

dispute the accuracy of the record? Please briefly 
describe the steps? 

7 Safeguards Security procedures conflicts have not been reviewed. Microsoft has provided 
Have security procedures for the collection, procedure to transmit, store and dispose information. QU security policy does 
transmission, storage, and disposal of personal 

X 
not specify what secure disposal means ... 

information, and access to it, been documented witt 
cross-jurisdictional confl icts identified and 
reconciled? 
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7 Safeguards Are there controls in place over the process to Controls are being designed in lAM framework 
grant authorization to add, change or delete X 
personal information from records? 

7 Safeguards Have criteria been established for determining and Office of the registrar controls access to People Soft system .Access Policies 
authorizing "need to know" access to personal are available at 
information? X http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/fippa/sturecordpolicy/sturecor 

dpolicy.pdf 
7 Safeguards Is user access to personal information limited to As per FIPPA 

only that required to discharge assigned functions? X 

7 Safeguards Is the system designed so that access and Not available at this time. 
changes to personal information can be audited by X 
date and user identification? 

7 Safeguards Are user accounts, access rights and security It was not confirmed at the time of the assessment 
authorizations controlled and recorded by an 

X accountable systems or records management 
process? 

7 Safeguards Are there contingency plans and documented http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/privacybreach.html 
procedures in place to identify security breaches or 
disclosures of personal information in error? X 

7 Safeguards Are there documented procedures in place to Specific procedures are available in Contract and within Registrar Office 
communicate security violations to jurisdictions, 

X data subjects and if appropriate, law enforcement 
authorities? 

7 Safeguards If sensitive personal information will be used in the Design not completed yet 
electronic delivery of services, have technological 
tools and system design techniques been 
considered which may enhance both privacy and X 
security, e.g. encryption, technologies of 
anonymity or pseudo-anonymity or digital 
signatures? 

7 Safeguards Not performed yet 
Has a Threat and Risk Analysis been completed? 

X 
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7 Safeguards Are staff of the electronic delivery service trained in Yes 
the requirements for protecting personal 
information and are they aware of the relevant 
policies regarding breeches of security or 

X 

confidentiality? 

8 Openness Findings will be shared with various stakeholders by means of direct 
Describe how the results of any privacy impact communications and meetings. 
assessment or audit will be made available to the 
public? 

8 Openness Will the cross-jurisdictional electronic service Currently under development 
delivery project make available information on 
policies and practices related to the management 

X and handling of personal information, including 
how personal information is used and how access 
is provided to the individual? 

8 Openness Where applicable, have jurisdictional Directories of Not required 
Records (or equivalent) been updated? 

X 

8 Openness Have communications products and/or a Registrar needs to be informed 
communications plan been developed to fully 
explain to the public how their personal information 

X will be managed, including how it will be protected, 
as part of the cross-jurisdictional electronic delivery 
of services proposal? 

9 Individual Access Is the system designed to ensure that access by Web Portal Access is available and users need to authenticate 
an individual to all of their personal information can 
be achieved with minimal disruption to operations? X 
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9 Individual Access Has the cross-jurisdictional service delivery project 
documented how requests for personal information 
covered or not covered by a privacy law will be 
processed? 

x 
   

Available on Registrar website : 
http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/names.html 

9 Individual Access Are there documented procedures developed or 
planned on how to initiate privacy requests or 
requests for the correction of personal information? x 

   

http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/names.html 

9 Individual Access Are the individual's access rights assured for all 
the data sets of all the parties in the information life 
cycle, including each jurisdiction, private sector 
partners and/or subcontractors? 

x 
   

Information regarding information sharing with authorities and access is 
available at 
http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/fippa/disclosure.html  

9 Individual Access Are all custodians aware of the cross-jurisdictional 
service delivery practices regarding the individual's 
right of access and any requirement to advise the 
individual of formal and informal appeal and/or 
complaint procedures? 

x 
   

Students and Faculty and staff needs to go through IT services to have access 
to the information for Office365 Program 

9 Individual Access Have procedures been established to provide 
individuals with access in a "routine" manner to 
their personal information collected by the cross-
jurisdictional service delivery project? 

  
x 

 

Portal Access to student is not defined yet 

10 Challenging 
Compliance 

Are complaint and/or appeal procedures 
established for the cross-jurisdictional electronic 
service delivery proposal including the 
identification and resolution of any jurisdictional 
privacy law complaint and/or appeal conflicts? 

x 
   

Available at : http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/index.html 
SuppTsandCsForOLS(Aca)andLive@Edu(WW)(ENG)(Dec2010)(CR).doc 

10 Challenging 
Compliance 

Has a procedure been established to log and 
periodically review complaints and their resolution 
with a view to establishing improved information 
management practices and standards? 

  
x 

 

At the time of the assessment, no log was available 

10 Challenging 
Compliance 

Have independent privacy oversight and review 
mechanisms been established for the cross-
jurisdictional service delivery proposal?   

x 
 

The contract is missing audit and privacy management wording 
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10 Challenging 
Compliance 

Have oversight agencies, including privacy 
commissioners, issued reports or opinions on 
issues that would be relevant to the cross-
jurisdictional electronic service delivery proposal?  
If yes, please provide a summary of the above in 
the details column and append to the final report. 

x 
   

The Privacy Commission of Ontario has conducted significant research in the 
area of cloud computing, supported and commented on the work of others in 
this field. She believes that optimized system functionality available in the cloud 
and privacy can be delivered in unison by employing Privacy by Design 
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Privacy Management 

Sections Yes 
In 

No N/A Comment I Evidence 
Questions Progress 

Organizational Privacy protection strategy for students is under the responsibility of Access 
Privacy Is there an organizational strategic plan or t & Privacy Coordinator. 
Management plan that addresses privacy protection? X More information at : http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/index.html 

Organizational Access and Privacy coordinator 
Privacy Is there an appointed privacy contact perso 
Management organization? X 

Organizational Are senior executives actively involved in Queen's management has appointed the privacy officer and given tools to 
Privacy the development, implementation and/or 

X 
develop, implement and promote the privacy program. 

Management promotion of your organization's privacy 
program? 

Organizational Does your organization have a written Privacy policy is defined on Queen's website: 
Privacy privacy policy or statement of http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/act.html 
Management information practices? X 

Organizational Have privacy policies or procedures Policies and Procedures have been developed for Students information 
Privacy been developed for various 
Management aspects of the organization's 

operations? X 
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Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - Personal information is collected 
in accordance with PHIPA and other 
applicable legislation; x 

   

Student PI is collected according to Registrar processes and in accordance 
with FIPPA 

Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or 

procedures ensure - Individual 
consent is obtained in accordance 
with section 18 of PHIPA where 
consent is required; 

x 
   

Student information is collected in accordance to FIPPA section PART III 
PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUAL PRIVACY 

Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - A written public statement about 
the organization’s information practices, 
who to contact with privacy questions or 
complaints, and how to obtain access or 
request correction of a record of personal 
information, is readily available to 
individuals as outlined in section 16 of 
PHIPA; 

x 
   

Available on Queens website at 
:http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/fippa/privacy.html 

Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - Individuals are entitled to request 
access to and correction of their own 
personal information as provided for under 
sections 52-55 of PHIPA, subject to certain 
exceptions 

x 
   

Name Change request form is available at 
http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/names.html 
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Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - There is a record retention 
schedule for records of personal 
information that outlines the minimum and 
maximum lengths of time personal 
information may be retained as well as 
procedures outlining the manner by which 
personal information will be securely 
destroyed. 

x 
   

http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/fippa/sturecordpolicy/sture
cordpolicy.pdf  

Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Have policies and procedures been 
developed concerning the management of 
privacy breaches, including the notification 
of individuals when the confidentiality of 
their personal information has been 
breached? 

x 
   

For students http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/privacybreach.html 

Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Are administrative, technical and physical 
safeguards in place at the organization to 
protect personal information against theft, 
loss, unauthorized use or disclosure and 
unauthorized copying, modification or 
disposal pursuant to section 12 of PHIPA? 

 
x 

  

Processes and technology are being implemented 

Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Does a reporting process exist to 
ensure that the organization’s 
management is informed of any 
privacy compliance issues? 

x 
   

http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/privacybreach.html 

Organizational 
Privacy 
Management 

Are employees or agents with access to 
personal information in your organization 
provided with training related to privacy 
protection? 

x 
   

At Queen's there a Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy 
Contacts representing every unit at the university. They are familiar with the 
privacy requirements under the legislation and act as resources for other 
staff who may be dealing with personal information. The Registrar's office 
which deals with the majority of the personal information on campus does 
train all of its staff who have access 

Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - Personal information in the 
proposed or existing information system, 
technology or program is collected in 
accordance with FIPPA and other 
applicable legislation; 

x 
   

Office 365 program collection of student information is in accordance to 
FIPPA 
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Privacy 
Management 

Have key stakeholders been provided with 
an opportunity to comment on the 
sufficiency of privacy protections and their 
implications on the proposed or existing 
information system, 
technology or program?  

x 
   

All stakeholders have been involved and given their opinion 

Privacy 
Management 

Does the proposed or existing information 
system, technology or program involve the 
collection, use or disclosure of any 
personal information beyond Ontario's 
borders?  

x 
   

Student PI is transmitted to Microsoft 

Privacy 
Management 

 
If potential risks to privacy have been 
identified, have means to avert or m  

those risks been incorporated into t  
design and/or implementation of th  
proposed or existing 
information system, technology or 
program?  
 

 
x 

  

Implementation is in progress 

Privacy 
Management 

Have you documented the purposes for 
which personal information will be or is 
collected, used or disclosed in the 
information system, technology or 
program? 

 
x 

  

Documentation is in progress 

Privacy 
Management 

Is personal information collected, used, 
disclosed or  retained exclusively for the 
identified purposes and for purposes that 
an individual would reasonably consider 
consistent with those purposes? 

  
x 

 

The current collection of information does not address email services and 
sharing of information with 3rd party outside of Canada 

Privacy 
Management 

Will personal information in the proposed 
or existing information system, technology 
or program be linked or cross referenced 
to other information in other information 
systems, technologies or programs? 

x 
   

Student PI is used in People soft and Identity Framework 
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Privacy 
Management 

Will personal information collected or used 
in the information system, technology or 
program be disclosed to any persons who 
are not employees or agents of the 
responsible organization? 

x 
   

Microsoft employees have access…however Microsoft TOE limit such 
access without any approved business need. 

Privacy 
Management 

Have you made arrangements to provide 
full disclosure of all purposes for which the 
information system, technology or program 
will collect personal information?   

x 
 

Not in place right now 
Student give a consent but not for third party 

Privacy 
Management 

Have security policies and procedures to 
protect personal information against theft, 
loss, unauthorized use or disclosure and 
unauthorized copying, modification or 
disposal been documented? 

x 
   

Available on Queens website at 
:http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/fippa/privacy.html 
For IT security policies : 
http://www.queensu.ca/its/security/StandardsAndGuidelines/eisg.html 

Privacy 
Management 

Have privacy policies or procedures been 
developed for various aspects of the 
operations for the proposed or existing 
information system, technology or 
program? 

 
x 

  

Student Privacy policies have been documented but needs to be updated to 
reflect the cloud service provider contract 

Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - Individual consent is obtained in 
accordance with section 18 of PHIPA for 
the proposed or existing information 
system, technology or program where 
consent is required; 

  
x 

 

Registrar policies are not updated for Office 365 

Privacy 
Management 

Does consent from the individual or an 
authorized substitute decision-maker 
provide the primary basis for the collection, 
use and disclosure of personal information 
for the proposed or existing information 
system, technology or program? 

x 
   

Registrar office is the primary basis for obtaining student PI. However, it 
was discussed that Graduate programs might not be under the same 
policies. 

Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - A written public statement about 
the purposes for which the proposed or 
existing information system, technology or 

  
x 

 

Not available at this time. 
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program collects, uses or discloses 
personal information is readily available to 
individuals as outlined in section 16 of 
PHIPA; 

Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - Individuals are entitled to request 
access to and correction of their own 
personal information in the proposed or 
existing information system, technology or 
program, as provided for under sections 
52-55 of PHIPA, subject to certain 
exceptions. 

x 
   

Name Change request form is available at 
http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/names.html 

Privacy 
Management 

Does the proposed or existing information 
system, technology or program provide 
functionality for the logging of the insertion, 
access, modification or disclosure of 
personal information as well as an 
interface to audit those logs for 
unauthorized activities? 

x 
   

IT Office confirmed that logging is available 

Privacy 
Management 

Do the privacy policies or procedures 
ensure - There is a record retention 
schedule for records of personal 
information that outlines the minimum and 
maximum lengths of time personal 
information may be retained in the 
proposed or existing information system, 
technology or program, as well as 
procedures outlining the manner by which 
personal information in the proposed or 
existing information system, technology or 
program may be securely destroyed. 

x 
   

http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/aboutus/policies/fippa/sturecordpolicy/sture
cordpolicy.pdf 
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Privacy 
Management 

Have policies and procedures been 
developed for the enforcement of privacy 
rules relating to the proposed or existing 
information system, technology or 
program, including fulfillment of the 
commitments made in the PIA?  

x 
  

Policies and procedures will be updated based on the result of the PRA 
report and decisions made by the Registrar 

Privacy 
Management 

 
Has an assessment been completed to iden  
potential risks to the privacy of individuals w  
personal information is collected, used, retai   
disclosed by the proposed or existing inform  
system, technology or program? 
 

x 
   

Performed by TELUS 

Privacy 
Management 

Has an assessment been completed to 
identify whether other information 
custodians have implemented the same or 
a similar information system, technology or 
program, the risks to privacy experienced 
by other information custodians and the 
means implemented by these other 
information custodians to avert or mitigate 
these risks? 

x 
   

Other university in Ontario 

Privacy 
Management 

Has a summary of the proposed or 
existing information system, technology or 
program been prepared, including a 
description of the requirements for the 
system, technology or program and a 
description of how the information system, 
technology or program will or does meet 
those needs? 

x 
   

Architecture documentation was reviewed 

Privacy 
Management 

Has a listing of all personal information or 
data elements that will be or are collected, 
used or disclosed in the proposed or 
existing information system, technology or 
program been prepared? 

x 
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Privacy 
Management 

Have diagrams been prepared depicting 
the flow of personal information in the 
proposed or existing information system, 
technology or program? 

x 
   

The Architecture document shows the flow of Personal Information 

Privacy 
Management 

Have documents been prepared showing 
which persons, positions, or employee 
categories will have access to which 
elements or records of personal 
information? 

 
x 

  

Roles and Responsibilities are being designed 

Privacy 
Management 

Have communications products and/or a 
communications plan been developed to 
fully explain the information system, 
technology or program to individuals and 
how their personal information will be 
protected? 

x 
   

All Stakeholders are informed of the solution 

Privacy 
Management 

Will users be trained in the requirements 
for protecting personal information and will 
they be made aware of the relevant 
notification procedures if personal 
information is stolen, lost or accessed by 
unauthorized persons?  

   
x 

No, users will not be trained. Users will be informed about what they need to 
do to protect their personal information and they will be made aware of the 
processes which will be followed if personal information is stolen, lost or 
accessed by unauthorized persons. 

 
 

  




